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EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT NOTE
In the midst of the many changes constantly taking
place in the conduct of business, it is usually difficult to
measure or appreciate the degree of change —the difference between what was and what is. To keep a true
perspective in a changing world is one of the most difficult tasks of management and at the same time one of
the most important both from a policy- making standpoint
and from an operating standpoint. To recognize change
and to appreciate the significance of it in all its ramifications is no small responsibility.
We present this time a paper which points out a significant change now taking place in productive industry
all over the country. Its significance, some of the new
problems arising therefrom, and suggested methods of
solution are well presented here.
The author, Dr. Charles Reitell, Head of the Department of Accounting and Industry, University of Pittsburgh and associated as industrial consultant with Sheppard & Company, Certified Public Accountants, Pittsburgh, was graduated from the Wharton School of
Finance and Commerce, University of Pennsylvania in
1910. From 1910 -12 he was Cost Accountant for the
Pennsylvania Steel Company. He then entered the teaching field as Professor of Economics at Elmira College,
1912 -14, when he returned to Pennsylvania as an instructor of Economics for the year 1914 -15. He received
his A.M. at the University of Wisconsin in 1915 and
spent the war years 1915 -1919 with the Bureau of Standards and the War Department. In 1917 he received his
Ph. D. degree at Pennsylvania. Following his government service he went to the University of Pittsburgh as
Professor of Accounting and Industry, a post which he
held until 1923. At this time he entered the service of
the State of Pennsylvania as Director of Accounts and
became Deputy Secretary of the Commonwealth the
following year. In 1925 he returned to the University
of Pittsburgh and has remained there in his present
position since that time.
Dr. Reitell has written a large number of articles for
accounting and business periodicals and magazines of
more general interest, in addition to several books. He
is the President of the Pittsburgh Chapter, N. A. C. A.
and is engaged in several outside activities in and around
his home city.
This paper was delivered before the Chicago Chapter,
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HUMANIZI NG COST FINDINGS
ORDER to establish a proper setting for the necessity of
INhumanizing
cost data, I ask my readers to follow closely a first
magnitude revolution which has affected all American industry.
Weighing carefully the effects of this revolution, which are indeed
basic, brings us right up to urgent developments that must be made
by cost men if they are to keep abreast with industrial progress.
This revolution is the colossal shift from manual to machine
production that has characterized industry during the last twenty
years. So pronounced have been these changes that they demand
a revamping of much of our older methods of thinking of factory
accounting, and they demand new methods and new procedures.
To fully understand the significance of this shift to machinery,
it might be well to catch a glimpse of how great and how widespread the changes have been. Let us trace briefly some of our
larger industries starting with the crude iron and steel industries.
Both blast furnaces and the open hearth industries, which make
crude iron and steel, have gone through a pronounced revolution
from hand to machine methods within the last twenty -five years.
In the blast furnace, the coming in of the larry car, skip hoist,
mud -gun, mechanical skimmer, automatic weighers, and piggery
machinery have meant the going out of literally thousands of unskilled laborers who had to do strenuous physical work. In their
place have come in machine operators who have to be alert in guiding and directing machines.
The following table gives in condensed form the mechanical
equipment that has come into the blast furnace industry, the duties
of the machine operators, and the nature of the work of the previous manual methods. It should be noted that the duties under the
new operations are primarily mental and nervous requirements as
contrasted with physical demands under the old methods.
In the open hearth industry, we find the same general trend
which characterizes the blast furnace industry. The open hearth
gives an excellent example of the influence of machinery on the
labor force. A few highly skilled and a large proportion of unskilled laborers which made up the labor force are now giving way
to the dominance of machine tenders. According to one of the
983
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superintendents of the Bethlehem Steel Company the work on the
charging level of the old type open hearth is the hardest and most
strenuous of the whole industry. The heavy lifting of iron, the
heat, glare and fumes from the open furnace make the work most
exhausting. In the language of a worker, "It was working aside
of hell ahead of time ". The coming in of machines changed all
this arduous work so that now we find an under -sized but nervously alert man handling the huge charging machine with high grade skill.
Under the old form of open hearth of fifty ton capacity one
superintendent stated that one hundred and forty -two workers
were needed in the plant and of these only ten were skilled
laborers. To operate and maintain a newer form of open hearth
but fifty -eight men were needed and of these twenty -eight had to
be skilled. Upon investigation, it can be found that skilled workers in the open hearth industry can in no way afford to lessen their
mental alertness in the operation of machinery. Handling hot
metal, oftentimes over the heads of other workers, means that the
machine operators must be on guard every minute of the day.
Probably in no other industry is the penalty of mistakes so great
as is found in the open hearth plants. The costliness of error is in
direct ratio to the increase in mechanical methods. As one superintendent of the Carnegie Steel Company put it: "One error in
judgment on the part of the operator of a charging machine may
so injure either the machine or furnace or both that as much as
two or three weeks may be required to make repairs ". He was
more emphatic regarding the cranemen. "They must be exceedingly careful, working as they do at all times with molten metal
over the heads of workers and near molds that topple with a slight
jar."
Contrary to our normal impressions, foundries are changing
very rapidly to a machine basis of production. It can be stated
that into every operation within a foundry even to the actual
throwing and packing of sand about the patterns, machines have
been introduced —charging machines, sand - cutting and screening
machines, mixers, riddles, electric tamps, jarring machines, sand
slingers, molding and core making machines, tumblers, and sand
blast machines —all spell the exit of hand methods.
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In foundries two general effects have resulted from this application of mechanical methods:
t. The machine is eliminating much common labor, labor of
whom is demanded little more than physical effort. The carrying,
cleaning, lifting and sand handling, formerly done by hand is now
accomplished by machinery.
2. The machine has brought in machine operators and is displacing former trade work of the molder. Cranemen, chargers,
molding and core making machine operators, and sand slinger men
are now doing the work formerly carried on by the molders.

No industry embraces so large a field of activities as does the
machine shop. Workers are seen using machines that bore, drill,
press, hammer, mill, plane, bend, chip, grind, shear, tap and saw.
At one place is f ound a mechanic operating a lathe so small that
it may be carried in his pocket, and so minute the piece of metal
that he is working, that a magnifying glass must be used in the
work. Again will be observed giant gun lathes turning pieces of
steel weighing several tons.
What an interesting industry as regards changing labor conditions ! Here is an industry containing over i,000,000 workers.
Here the growth of mechanical methods has reached its highest
point, also the furthest development of standardization and scientific management. But most interesting —here is found the highest
degree of specialization placed upon each worker. By standardization he is trained to operate an automatic machine that performs
the same work upon like pieces of metal unendingly. Coupled
with this specialization, each worker is made a connecting link in
the chain of operations that constitute the plant's activities. The
worker thus specialized and related to total production is geared
up to definite measured output. Should he falter, the whole chain
of operations is weakened.
The following constitute the more pronounced effects that machinery has made upon the workers in the greatest of machine industries— the making of automobiles.
The "all- around" machinist —the machinist who has gone
through years of apprenticeship and has finally learned his trade
finds a falling demand in the automobile industry. So complete
has become the expertness of the machine itself, and so standar986
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dized have become the operations that little of experience and skill
is demanded of the machine operators. Only a few days of training are needed to fit the worker for many of the modern lathes,
milling machines, drills, multiple punches, etc. This change makes
more confusing than ever such terms as skilled, semi - skilled, and
unskilled workers. In lieu of unskilled, semi - skilled, and skilled
there now exist the tenders who operate machines; the technical
force, who design, plan, schedule, route, and cost the work; the
clerks, inspectors and foremen, who record all the miscellaneous
activities of the shop, check the quality and quantity of production
and who keep watch on the flow of material.
The ability to meet ( "to hit ") and maintain a constant machine
pace; to be able to eliminate all waste and false motions; to follow
without wavering printed instructions emanating from an unseen
source lodged in some far -off planning department —these constitute the requirements of a successful machine tender. The percentage that his actual production is below the standard production
set for him is the measurement of the specific tender's efficiency or
inefficiency. And this percentage is more closely related to the
conditions of his home life, his health, and his financial problems
than to any academic classifications of skilled, semi - skilled, or unskilled worker.
The following classification of the more important operations in
the automobile industry is needed in order to obtain the proper
perspective of machinery and its effects.
Group 1. The Machine Tenders. This group embraces operators of boring mills, drill presses, lathes, milling machines, polishing machines, punch presses, screw machines, sewing machines,
planers, shapers, sheet metal machines and a host of other miscellaneous machines. Roughly, it represents from 2 5 per cent to
4o per cent of the working force.
Group II. The Assemblers. This group, although not quite as
highly paid as the men in Group I, must in the performance of
their work carry on operations that are much like those of Group
I. By th e use of mechanical appliances and tools, working on
standardized product according to definite and standardized motions, they follow very closely the activities of machine tenders.
There is, however, more physical work connected with the as-
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sembly operations. This group totals from io per cent to 15 per
cent of the working force.
Group III. "Skilled Workers" —Those Who Have a Trade.
This group embodies machinists, blacksmiths, die sinkers, painters
and varnishers. It includes somewhere between 5 per cent and
per cent of the workers.
Group IV. Inspectors and Testers. These men test and inspect the work at different stages of the operations and also test
the finished cars. They will total about 5 percent of the working
f orce.
Group V . The Helpers. The duty of this group is to assist
those workers embodied in the above groups. It covers varnish
rubbers, trim bench hands, machinist helpers, blacksmith helpers,
etc. This group represents about i 5 percent of the total working
force.
Group V I . The Laborers. This group embraces those generally classified as common laborers. They are the lowest paid
workers and are called upon to do such carrying, handling and
cleanup work as is generally required of such workers. They
will total around io percent to 15 percent of the workers.
Over a period of eleven years, Groups I and II, the machine
tenders and the assemblers, have increased considerably in the
percentage of total workers. Groups III and VI, the skilled workers and common laborers, have greatly fallen off in percentage of
total workers.
In one of the most modern of automobile plants over two hundred different kinds of mechanical devices are found, fabricating,
carrying and conveying materials and product. This same plant
reported that the percentage of trade skilled employes had been
more than halved during the last ten years.
Here, then, we find skill or long experience at the top and brawn
at the bottom of the labor force, both greatly lessened. A lessening which has meant on one side a transfer of skill from the
trained workers into intricate and complex machines; and on
the other side, the brute force of physical labor transferred into
the powerful and gigantic lifting, carrying and conveying machines. The natural outcome of this is an increase in number
988
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and percentage of those who must operate or tend the machines
and mechanical appliances.
The preceding table portrays in summary form the general conditions of machine and manual workers in the automobile industry.
MACHINERY AND COST FINDING
The above survey of the shift from manual to machine production is sufficient to impress the reader that a basic revolution has
taken place. Similar changes could be noted in other industries if
time would allow for their treatment. But we now must hasten to
the very heart of our talk.
This change to machinery has placed an entirely new problem
and an entirely new opportunity upon the services of cost accounting. As soon as production passes to costly complex machines,
problems of continuous performance, standard outputs, idle time
and maintenance take on a greater significance.
Each productive worker is tied up with an investment cost that
goes on at a constant rate regardless of the amount of product.
Every hour of idleness now carries an overhead item that may
readily change the final figures from black to red. The situation
in plant after plant has become one in which inefficiency, idleness
and the like are not so much a matter of the waste in direct labor
costs as it is in the great volume of overhead costs that keeps piling up with no production to absorb it.
More important still ! These overh ead co st s a re dep en den t d irectly upon the efficiency of th e wor k er . This being so, continuous high grade performance looms all important! An illustration
will make this clear.
Block shaping for door cores was made in a furniture factory
several years ago by use of hand tools where the direct labor rate
was approximately 75 cents per hour, with a bench overhead of
15 cents per hour. An intricate machine now does this work
whereby the same direct labor rate of 75 cents is found, but the
machine overhead rate jumps to $3.50 per hour. Is it any wonder
that the management in a plant of this sort is interested in seeing
that continuous standard production is maintained?
To get standard performance thus has become the alpha and
omega of successful management. And continuous standard per 990
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formance depends four - square upon the workers and those who
direct them.
THE PSYCHOLOGY OF STANDARDS
My practical mind always moves away from most discussions
that have to do with psychology in industry. And in considering
the relation of standards to the morale and the productiveness of
workers, I hesitate even to use the word psychology.
There is, however, a definite relationship between quotas, targets, and the like, and the good performance and the good attitude
of workers, that needs emphasis. And if we redeem this psychological discussion from academic phraseology, we discover that the
use of standards of performance increases both the volume and
quality of production as well as the joy of working. Odd, but
true, every worker thinks himself better or worse than he really is.
He thinks that way about his productive ability, be it at a machine or as a salesman. His thinking is usually honest —but it
never is right. He lacks the proper tools for measuring with any
degree of accuracy the absorption volume of a given sales district,
or the proper cut for a given steel in a specific type of machine.
Thus engineers, statisticians and accountants step in and do what
he himself cannot do. The technicians establish standards and
place a monetary value upon them. These standards once operative stimulate production and they do it in this way. Let me
illustrate.
Two years ago I gave a nephew an air rifle for a Christmas
present. The present, I admit, was a mistake but it affords an
excellent illustration of my point. Within an hour that chap was
shooting at street lamp bulbs, automobile tires and even the house
cat. In short, he created targets right from the start of his use
of the gun. These targets did two things: first, they increased immensely the joy of his shooting; and second, they developed the
accuracy of his aim.
This experience of the boy and gun gives a perfect description
of the worker and his measured job. Standards increase both the
joy of working and the betterment of performance. To perform
work without any goals, without a solitary thing to show what has
been accomplished (and the coming of specialization in industry
does this) is about as interesting as shooting into thin air.
991
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Only as we develop some means whereby a man's work registers f or him what he does and how well he does it, do we bring
back into industry the rewards to the worker that characterized the
handicraft era. Standards do this and do it very effectively.
THE PROCESS OF HUMANIZING COSTS
The question naturally arises, how can we get not only the
machine workers but the gang bosses, foreman and other plant
executives to take a live interest in measured performance? To
me the answer comes clear! Humanize cost records.
To give you one method that has proven successful, may I
briefly describe how it was accomplished in a plant in the Pittsburgh district? This plant manufactures signs and has the enviable record of paying very high wages and making satisfactory
profits. As an example of getting costs down to the performance
level, six years ago this plant had one account in the operation
ledger known as "Indirect Labor ". It was pretty much a "billy
goat" account that swallowed everything.
In it were inspection
costs, unloading labor, helpers, handling labor, cleaning, watching,
repairs and even minor supervision. As a first step we broke
down this account into nine divisions of which Unloading Labor,
Handling Labor, Inspection and Repairs were the larger items.
We set up standards, rough ones at first, for each of these nine
accounts and held the different gang bosses responsible for hitting
these standards or at least giving definite explanations why the
standards were not met. This helped considerably —but nve
enough. The personal factor and the personal responsibility were
still missing. We knew that we had our costs where we could tell
what was what now, but we were unable to get the gang bosses
and foremen to take a dynamic interest in our performance
reports.
We hit upon a scheme that worked. Instead of calling an account by its functional title, such as Unloading Labor, or Shipping
Labor, we named it after the boss. Thus the "Unloading Labor"
account on the weekly reports now reads, "Fred Anderson,
U. L."; the Inspection, "Thomas A. Fry, In."; and the Shipping
Labor, "Harry Thorne, Sh."
Both a personal pride and a personal responsibility were evoked
forthwith, and at once a decided interest in getting a good report
992
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came f rom most of these minor bosses. The direct labor gangs
are now reported in like manner.
After three months of this experiment we extended it to the
fortnightly and monthly reports of assistant superintendents and
superintendent with the result that they too have taken a more personal interest in the cost reports.
Never are these names used for the reports that go to the major
executives or that go outside the plant. They are used only in intra -plant operating reports in connection with the manufacturing
budget.
One of the paying by- products of this plan was the insistence
among the minor executives that the mechanical equipment, tools
and materials be of standard condition, and that both the standards set and the cost reporting would be right and honest. In
other words, these foremen watch like a hawk to make certain
that the figures do not do them and the workers an injustice, for
they are intent on making a good performance showing.
I wish I had time to point out the difficulties in getting the thing
established. It wasn't easy. It was tough, hard work, but the
hard work was not altogether due to the lack of a receptive mood
on the part of shop managers; it was due in part to the inability
of the cost accountant to understand and know how to break down
his expenses, and establish them in such a way that the working
units could effectively use them. The burden generally was not
with the minor plant managers or executives; but on the cost
accountants.
I hope this illustration is sufficient to convey the underlying
principle and I believe there is enough of a nucleus in this Chicago
group to catch at least a glimpse of the possibilities in cost accounting once we turn our science to getting better performance. I
feel very definitely that cost accounting has now the most important job right ahead of it, which is to go into the plant and get
information and records that spell better performance.
COST REPORTS AND THE EXECUTIVE
But this experience noted above is all too meagre in its scope
to carry to you the complete message. It but indicates a much
broader and more fundamental thing. It means that our cost reporting must be shaped to fit the very specific needs of those who
993
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are to use them. When the cost reports are to go to minor executives they certainly must have a different make -up than when they
go to the major executives.
Even then, there is great need for variation of reports within
a specific executive group. Certain executives like lots of reports
coming out practically every day, while others show no such
anxiety. Again, certain managers like their data charted and
graphed while others desire tabular presentation. Cost accountants must shape their material accordingly.
The shift to machine production with its measured performance
has meant also a new alignment of foremen. And it is of vital
importance to know about it. Foremen and other minor plant
managers had a very close control over workingmen in the manual
methods of earlier days. One of their chief functions was to keep
the workers at work and prevent clock watching. Scientific performance possibilities were not definitely known and adequate
standards were impossible of establishment. The coming in of
specific performance methods has done away with the clock watching evil and with it the need of the most disagreeable of foremen's
functions. But a new responsibility has been set up in its place.
Foremen more and more must see that materials and equipment
are available for standard performance. They must also instruct
as to best methods so that workers can reap the maximum of
bonuses. But above these they must be filled with an enthusiasm
to have their gangs perform the finest kind of workmanship. To
do this they must be kept in constant touch with what they are expected to achieve and do it in such a way that they can readily
understand your method. In short, let us keep our cost records
alive, simple in structure and shaped to specific needs.
Cost accountants may be proud of the fact that the earlier use
of costs has proven a real value to business. Early use of costs
contributed much as a guide to proper selling prices for different
products, and in assuring more scientific bidding. A study of
business failures of this former period shows that a large portion
of these establishments which "went under" had no adequate cost
system while those which weathered the gales showed almost a
unanimous use of costs as a necessary tool.
But such fundamental changes in industry as we have just out 994
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lined are demanding new developments of costs. The rapid shift
from manual to machine production with its concomitants such as
standardization, high speed tools, and swift flow of materials, have
brought to the cost accountants' door -step a tremendous responsibility. Costs must now measure in detail internal plant
performance.
In doing this they contribute to that outstanding function of
getting better work accomplished and formulating plant policy
upon which executive action can be wisely built.
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